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1. Label each component with correct terminology.
2. Add the dimensions (scale is ¼ inch = 1 ft) of the wall, window and distance between the studs.
3. Prepare a materials list for the construction of this wall.

WALLS
Label the following components for the wall below.
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• Make three or four copies of this page (depending on the size of the class), each on a different colour, and cut steps into individual cards.
•  Students form groups of seven (based on the colour of their cards) and arrange themselves in order; each student has a different design 

process step.  

Defi ne the problem Conduct research

Generate ideas Choose the best solution

Build a prototype Test and evaluate

Refl ect and report

STEPS IN THE DESIGN PROCESS
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APPENDIX B Wall Design Grade 10 Construction Technology (TCJ2O): 
Technological Education



The Design Process
(Any step can be revisited.)

Steps in the Design Process—Designing Walls

STEPS IN THE DESIGN PROCESS—WALL DESIGN (Teacher Reference) 
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APPENDIX C Wall Design Grade 10 Construction Technology (TCJ2O): 
Technological Education

4. Choose the best solution 
 •  Talk your ideas over with others
 •  Choose the best ideas from the sketches
 •  Decide on the size and location of 

windows and doors

7.  Refl ect and report on the process
• Consider the feedback from the reviewers

 •  Adjust the drawing and estimates 
to improve them 

1. Defi ne the problem  
 •  Clarify the parameters for the design 

(e.g., exterior wall, 10 feet long by 8 feet 
high, scale)

6. Test and evaluate the solution 
 •  Present the drawing and materials list to 

the audience
 • Obtain feedback

2. Conduct research
 • Review a variety of working drawings
 •  Clarify any unclear terms, concepts, or 

specifi cations

5. Build a prototype 
 • Produce a scaled drawing
 • Prepare a materials list
 • Check accuracy 

3. Generate ideas  
 • Review the RAFT options
 •  Consider various sizes and locations for 

windows and doors
 • Sketch a minimum of two different ideas



Complete the self-assessment below. Circle a number in the Self-assessment column to describe your readiness for the Wall Design RAFT 
Assignment, based on past experience and your preferences for ways of presenting:

1 I do not think I am ready to do this because...

2 I could do this if...    

3 I could do this with confi dence because...

Explain three of your choices in the “My Comments” column by completing the statement for the number you chose (e.g., 3. I could do this 
with confi dence because I always do better in oral presentations). Submit this to your teacher as an Exit Card. 

Wall Design Skills and Knowledge Self-assessment My Comments  
•  Use CAD software to prepare a scaled 

drawing of an exterior wall(s) including 
the thickness and opening(s) 

1      2      3

•  Use mechanical pencil to prepare a scaled 
drawing including the thickness of exterior 
walls, windows and door locations 

1      2      3

•  Incorporate openings (e.g., windows and 
doors) into a scaled drawing for a wall design 1      2      3

•  Prepare a materials estimate for the wall 
that considers windows and doors 1      2      3

•  Explain your work in writing (e.g., through 
e-mail, point form on a slide, or in writing) 1      2      3

•  Explain your work orally (e.g., using charts, 
sketches, or a projection screen) 1      2      3

• Complete each step of the design process 1      2      3

WALL DESIGN SELF-ASSESSMENT EXIT CARD 
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APPENDIX D Wall Design Grade 10 Construction Technology (TCJ2O): 
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Scenario: You are the lead contractor on a construction job. You have been asked to prepare a scaled drawing of a wall(s) for a one-storey 
building and to prepare a materials list for constructing the wall. You will explain your scaled drawing and materials estimate to a selected 
audience orally or in writing.     

To complete the RAFT assignment:
• Use correct terminology to explain the exterior wall plans and materials 
• Produce a scaled drawing for an exterior wall (10 feet in length with a height of 8 feet) for a one-storey building 
• Use the imperial system for the design 
• Create a materials list for the exterior wall
• Apply construction knowledge to the wall design 
• Keep a log as you follow the steps of the design process to produce the drawing of the wall (Appendix F)

Consider your self-assessment and prior experiences to guide your choice of audience, drawing and presentation formats and “topic.”  

ROLE AUDIENCE
FORMAT

TOPIC
Drawing Presentation

Lead contractor Client

Mechanical pencil

AutoCAD

Other CAD software

Orally, using charts and 
sketches

Design a wall with one opening—a window or 
door

Lead contractor Your boss
In an e-mail, with 
attachments

Design a wall with two openings—one window 
and one door

Lead contractor An apprentice
In writing, supported by 
charts and sketches

Design a wall with three openings—two 
windows and one door 

Lead contractor
TV audience on the 
“Building Channel”

Orally, using a computer 
and projection screen or 
presentation software 

Design a wall with at least two openings and 
an adjoining wall

You will have opportunities to conference with your teacher and peers throughout the process. You may obtain further support on various 
aspects of the assignment by signing up for mini lessons and workshops set up by your teacher.

WALL DESIGN RAFT ASSIGNMENT
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DESIGN PROCESS LOG  
Name: ____________________________________________________________________ 

APPENDIX F Wall Design Grade 10 Construction Technology (TCJ2O): 
Technological Education

Select a way to show what you have done for each step of the design process. You may use this chart, a completed 
“to do” list, a series of audio recordings, a series of e-mails, or another method of your choice. Please check alternate 
choices with the teacher before starting.

Step in the Design Process Summary of What I Did (point form)

Defi ne the problem

Conduct research

Generate ideas

Choose the best solution

Build a prototype

Test and evaluate

Refl ect and report
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WALL DESIGN CHECKLIST

APPENDIX G Wall Design Grade 10 Construction Technology (TCJ2O): 
Technological Education

Criteria/Categories √ Peer Comments/Suggestions
The student designer:

Knowledge and Understanding
Uses terminology of exterior wall components during the 
presentation

Thinking
Uses the design process to produce a scaled drawing of a wall 
within the stated parameters 

Keeps a complete and thorough log 
Provides evidence of ideas, sketches, possible solutions, etc.

Application
Uses the imperial system to do scale and design 

Draws dimensions accurately
Considers nominal vs. actual lumber size 

Completes a materials list for the exterior wall
Makes reasonable estimates 
Makes accurate calculations 

Applies construction knowledge of exterior walls to produce 
technical drawings

Places openings in appropriate locations
Complies with construction parameters and standards 
(e.g., for load bearing vs. non-load bearing walls) 
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WALL DESIGN RUBRIC
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Category/Criteria Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4
Knowledge and Understanding The student:

Uses construction terminology during the presentation  Uses construction 
terminology with 
limited accuracy

Uses construction 
terminology with some 
accuracy

Uses construction 
terminology with 
considerable accuracy

Uses construction 
terminology with 
a high degree of 
accuracy

Thinking The student:

Uses the design process to produce a scaled drawing of 
a wall 

• Documents the process in a log
•  Keeps a fi le of evidence of parts of the process 

(e.g., ideas, sketches, possible solutions)

Uses the design 
process   with limited 
depth 

Uses the design 
process with some 
depth 

Uses the design 
process with 
considerable depth 

Uses the design 
process with a high 
degree of depth 

Application The student:

Uses the imperial system to do scale and design 

Completes a materials list for the exterior wall that 
includes:
• Reasonable estimates
• Accurate calculations

Applies construction knowledge to produce technical 
drawings that:
• Are accurate 
• Comply with parameters and standards

Uses the imperial 
system with limited 
accuracy

Completes a materials 
list with limited 
thoroughness

Applies construction 
knowledge with 
limited precision

Uses the imperial 
system with some 
accuracy

Completes a materials 
list with some 
thoroughness

Applies construction 
knowledge with some 
precision

Uses the imperial 
system with 
considerable accuracy

Completes a materials 
list with considerable 
thoroughness

Applies construction 
knowledge with 
considerable precision

Uses the imperial 
system with a high 
degree of accuracy

Completes a materials 
list with a high degree 
of thoroughness

Applies construction 
knowledge with a high 
degree of precision

A rubric is an assessment tool used in assessment for and of learning. Before beginning to work on a task, students should be engaged in co-constructing the criteria to ensure that they know 
what success “looks like.” The rubric can be used to guide assessment for learning throughout the process. When the purpose is assessment of learning (evaluation), the rubric provides the basis 
for decision making about the student’s level of achievement using the agreed-upon criteria. 

APPENDIX H Wall Design Grade 10 Construction Technology (TCJ2O): 
Technological Education


